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President’s Letter
February 2018
Now that the holidays are behind us, we are well into
preparations for the 2018 calendar of exhibitions and
activities. I hope that you had a restful time and that the
heat is not limiting your creative activities.
The summer exhibition concluded with seven sales.
The “Excellence” exhibition got off to a great start with
a good crowd and reception on Sunday January 21.
A must see open till February 11.
I opened the first of our three Fringe exhibitions at the
Rising Sun. There is also one at the Buckingham Arms
and our own members exhibition In the RSASA Gallery.
This has an exciting theme “Texture & Splatter”. We look
forward to seeing your work allied to this theme. I am
opening this exhibition on Sunday February 18 at 2 pm.
Doing so it gives me the opportunity, as your new
President, to meet you and tell you about “Developing
a Future Vision for RSASA” (see page 6). I hope you find
time to respond to my initial thoughts.
Preparations are underway for the “4th Biennial RSASA Characters of the Fleurieu - Portraits”- acquisitive prize
of $10,000 donated by the Kennedy Art Foundation.
The opening on May 6 is at the Station Master’s Gallery,
Strathalbyn. It will be opened by Gregory “Greg” Mackie,
OAM, CEO of the History Trust during History Month,
and chaired by New Vice President Helen Stacey Bunton.
Youthscape preparations are underway. In addition to
the free Youthscape exhibition to be held at the RSASA

Gallery, we have secured many handsome prizes
for artists betweeen 15 and 26 years of age (inclusive).
We have also secured a further Special Project, an
acquisitive prize of $10,000 (again with free entry) for
artists between the ages of 18 and 30 years. The specific
details for this prize will be advertised. Mrs Jenny Hurley
of the Hurley Group has kindly donated this prize for a
specific commission to be placed in the Arkaba Hotel.
The Summer School continued throughout January
and the beginning of February with a great number of
teachers, artists and students attending. Pip Fletcher
worked hard to secure the tutors and “students”.
I was particularly pleased with the forum I ran on
“Applying for Grants and Funded Exhibitions” and the
reception received by those presenting and attending.
I hope that we can run more of these in the future in
order to fill your needs.
If you wish to secure a copy of the second volume of A
Visual History of The Royal South Australian Society of
Arts, by Adam Dutkiewicz (see page 19), place your order
at the front desk . We are exploring running several
sessions on Adam’s book during History Month, with a
formal reception to release it.
Many members have renewed their subscription remember that you need to be financial in order to be
able to exhibit in member exhibitions.
Finally, I am very pleased to announce that the
Lady Mayoress, Mrs Genevieve Theseira-Haese,
has accepted a position as Vice-Patron. This was upon
a recommendation from Council. We look forward to her
wonderful support and enthusiasm in the activities of
RSASA. The Patron of RSASA is His Excellency the
Honourable Hieu Van Le AC, Governor of South
Australia.
Jack Condous OAM FRSASA
Jack will be interviewed at 7.15pm on Monday
February 12 on 3D Radio

The Lady Mayoress holding the second edition of
“A Visual History of the Royal South Australian Society of
Arts” with me.
Photo Michell Everett
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FEATURED ARTIST
Kon Heyer FRSASA
Art for art’s sake
Kon was born in East Germany, migrating to Australia in
1953 with his family as post war refugees when he was
only nine. When his year 11 class at Unley High was asked
by a visitor whether anyone wanted to be paid to stay at
school, Kon eagerly took up the offer and having always
liked art, became contracted as an art teacher. Two days a
week were spent at college and for the remaining three
Kon was a “hippy artist” at the SA School of Art , then located in the now demolished Exhibition Building on North
Terrace. Here he learnt a lesson that has remained close
to his heart for his entire career; that ideas for works
should come from within. “Copying” was considered a
hanging offence as this was bringing art in from outside. As
a result, his art works are highly original, displaying more
than just technical mastery.
After obtaining his Diploma of Art Teaching, Kon taught for
twelve years in SA and Darwin, finishing up in New Guinea
lecturing at Balob Lutheran Teachers College in Lae. He
then changed his focus from art to people, switching to
student counselling in secondary schools, which he did for
the next thirty years, with only the odd weekend doodle.
On retirement, it was a tossup between art and being
a prison chaplain. As the latter required some further
study, he returned to art and now sculpts and paints
whenever he can.

“The end result is never known in advance.“
Kon never does a drawing or sketch of a proposed work.
The end result is never known in advance. The idea comes
to him from within, often in the middle of the night,
remains in his mind and evolves from there. He has an
inner passion to create. He starts work, and then the
artwork is constantly and meticulously refined. Kon
describes himself as an abstract artist. By this he means
that there is nothing objective in his works; there are no
recognisable objects. He is not a series man; each work is
a one-off creation.
He has two distinct styles for his two-dimensional works.
One he describes as showing his German side – ordered,
structured and geometric with clean lines (see the

Line and Lemon, acrylic, 200 x 120 cm
Photo Kon Heyer
strangely beautiful work ‘Line and Lemon’, above). The
other is freer flowing and expressionistic. These works are
a dive into the unknown as there is some inherent risk
with each step; the technique is not wholly controllable.
Decisions as to what to do next are based on rational
thought and his inner sense of creativity, artistic sensibility
and experience. For example, he will meticulously stain
small areas with media dispensed from an eye dropper,
balancing colour and form and trying to recreate happy
accidents (see ‘Homage to Chihuli’ with its glorious
stained glass like qualities). He strongly identifies with
Jackson Pollock; other favourite artists are Mondrian
and Kandinsky.
As Adam Dutkiewicz observed, “Kon has the great gift of
spotlighting the artistic possibilities of unlikely media”.
He has used bottle tops, glass beads, discarded coloured
mountboard from a framer, discarded aluminium window
frame off-cuts (see In Memory of Trees, right), wooden
blocks and the underside of a garden table top, painted
to highlight and enhance its geometric patterns.
In what Kon describes as his foil period, thick foil was
crinkled and stained with fade resistant metallic stain.
This came about through one of Kon’s happy accidents.
He was experimenting with quick and expressive pouring
of inks onto paper and had a few successes, but the ink
caused the paper to stick to the backing board. In order to
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honour their existing qualities and features. Besides the
considerable creative input, his works require many hours
of labour. He likes the impact of larger works but is,
however, constrained by the difficulties of transport,
weight, hanging, and storage.
Kon jokingly says that all his works are sold or loaned on
99 year leases so he can borrow them back for exhibitions.
He also has a novel method of naming his works; he invites
neighbours over for a glass of red to discuss possibilities.
Since joining RSASA around 2002, Kon has been very
generous with his time. He sat on the Council for years,
was a Vice-President, had a term on the Selection
Committee and has been a hanger since he joined.
He plans to continue on his current path, but allowing
more time for the other things in life. He wants to do art
for art’s sake only, producing fewer works. He is beyond
the rigour of continual solo and small group exhibitions
and being motivated by commercial gain.
In memory of Trees, aluminium, 200 x 70 cm
Photo Michael Kluvanik

get around this problem, he put foil between the paper
and the board. On his next attempt, what remained on the
foil looked far more promising than what was on the paper
so he continued perfecting his foil technique instead.
Producing these works is very time consuming, but the
result is quite stunning (see Crucible front cover, stain on
foil, 60 x 90 cm. Photo Kon Heyer).

One of the great pleasures of being Kalori editor is
interviewing artists of such experience and ability as Kon,
and being able to show a small sample of the amazing
originality, diversity, and overall excellence of his work.
Suzie Fewell FRSASA

“He loves exploring the unexpected.“
Kon describes himself as a bit of a “bower bird”, preferring
to re-use what he finds around him. His sculptural works
are usually made from these found objects; materials
such as nails, old rusty tins, gates, roots from trees and
discarded televisions. His works of gnarled and twisted
pieces of weathered wood and rusty, well used objects
look very at home in an Australian bush setting.
He divides his time between travelling extensively in his
four-wheel drive and his studio. He loves exploring the
unexpected on tracks in the outback (the Simpson Desert
is a favourite), absorbing the experience, collecting and
photographing bark, stones, leaves, driftwood and sand.
Kon describes himself as a “physically” oriented person
who likes working on a large scale using power tools. His
sculptures are minimally modelled, to emphasise and

Homage to Chihuli (detail), stain on canvas,
200 x 120 cm. Photo Kon Heyer
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WHERE TO FROM HERE?
Developing A Vision for the Future
of RSASA
Having now been president for three months, I feel

already written enough for us to accept and work with in
today’s world?
The following is a summary of main issues arising from my
initial discussions with some members.

that it is time to tackle the subject of a vision for RSASA’s
future. I read with interest that The Royal Academy (UK)
has turned the tables and “a revolution is occurring”.
Does RSASA need to do something similar?

•

exhibitions/ more curated shows/exciting/
adventurous

•

community/networking/collaborating/facilitating

Why have a vision statement at all? Who should own it?
What is its purpose? How can it be used for the benefit of
RSASA members? How should it operate and assist us?
As your President I am putting forward an initial
statement to start the process. I would like you to
respond with your own ideas and comments on this.
We need your knowledge, expertise and creativity. With
this vision, we will be able to plan for the future, building
on the strong foundations of our past 160 years, and
hopefully the end result will be a more vibrant and
healthy RSASA for our community well into the future.

•

advertising/publicity/sales

•

training and development of artists/mentoring/
accessibility

•

marketing/library/accessibility

•

youth/emerging artists/developing artists/future
members

•

workshops/lectures/excitement

•

publications/celebrations

•

invitations/joint ventures/links

•

social media/visual media etc.

A vision is a broad statement; one that I wish to belong to
us all! Why? - so we can plan, know what it is that we do,
what we are about and how we will operate into the
future, ready for the changing art environment and
society to come. Where do we start!
I went straight to the RSASA Constitution and to my
amazement it states our major objectives as follows:
“The Advancement of Art and artists in South Australia
by the provision of services to members in the public,
including:
2.1 The periodical exhibition of works of Fine and
Applied Art
2.2 The acquiring of a library and works of art of
any nature or kind whatsoever and real or personal
estate.
2.3 The organisation of lectures, tutorials,
demonstrations and publications as a means of
carrying out the above objectives.
2.4 Any other means for the purpose of carrying
out the above objectives together with and to the
content and purpose of furthering the advancement
of art in any other way whatsoever (catchall).”
I believe that we do the first two (2.1, 2.2) very well but
that the last two need to be expanded. Is what has been

Yes, we have a productive exhibition programme, but
do we capitalise on being one of the major art galleries
on North Terrace? Do we fit/collaborate/network in
order to facilitate and communicate our work with
other institutions (such as curated shows at Hahndorf
Academy).

Jack Condous gets busy networking with Paula
Nicholson, Chair of the Arts Foundation, Ballarat.
Photo Judy Condous.
We have a magnificent gallery, in a prominent location,
where storage, office space and room to expand are all
very limited. We could explore using other facilities to
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hold workshops, lectures and demonstrations and, where
parking allows, evening meetings for social gatherings or
speakers to excite us all with their thoughts and works.
Publicity inside the Institute Building is improving, but
outside is difficult due to the building’s heritage listing.
We have made approaches that will see improvements
in the longer term.
We have an amazing and extensive collection of donated
art works that is continually being added to. How often
do we use this collection? Do other institutions know of
the collection? Do you know what we own and have you
seen any of these works ? Adam Dutkiewicz wishes to
produce a comprehensive publication of these during
2018. We have produced many fine publications, many
of which have sold well, but maybe we should look at
how they are used, purchased, and spread amongst
our community.
It is easy to be “critical of our current practices”, harder
to come up with practical solutions for furthering RSASA
objectives, especially in day to day management.

Here are some suggestions:
• explore appointing Vice-Patrons, in addition to our
Patron, to further business and cultural connections
(such as senior Adelaide artists and art professors,
e.g. Cathy Speck, Rod Taylor and Chris Orchard).
• exhibitions - promote to new members, visitors,
encouraging young members with incentives
• develop an annual workshop program with a
convenor
• talks by artists, post cards, posters, decals, advertising.
By word of mouth, encouraging participation of artists
and purchasers.
• encourage new, more exciting and different
approaches to teaching using the Training Art Group
of Visual Arts South Australia, an organization
designed to support country art groups within our
state by joining together a group of award winning
artists who are prepared to travel to country locations
offering a range of training opportunities in varied
mediums.
• hire venues where parking is easier and where
a creative mess can occur - more like Hubbe Court,
where the RSASA sketch group meets on Thursday
evenings.
• invite young contemporary artists to run workshops or
do demonstrations for the benefit of members.
WHERE TO FROM HERE?

Naomi Zanker , President of Nhill Gallery
Central Inc, with some of her works.
Photo Jack Condous.

Vale Max Magain FRSASA (1950-2018)
(1)

According to Adam Dutkiewicz , Max had a wide range
of skills in many different media. He was a photographer
and collage artist, and also worked in sculpture, settling
on jewellery in his last years. His eye for detail, his
willingness to experiment and his wide knowledge of

If you want to be a part of this process, send individual
responses directly to me or to the Editor of Kalori.
Things that you could talk about include what the
objectives of RSASA should be, new and better ways of
meeting our objectives, and potential future problems
and their solutions.
Jack Condous OAM, President RSASA.

different media, such as sculpture, and materials such as
native woods, resulted in unusual contemporary pieces of
jewellery, often with some beguiling and quirky
juxtapositions. He eventually specialised in cloisonné,
an oriental enamelling technique.
(1) Adam Dutkiewicz “A Visual History Volume Two” p 310-311.
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EXCELLENCE EXHIBITION
The Excellence exhibition was opened on Sunday
January 21 at 2.00 pm by Merilyn Stock, ceramicist and
TAFE Lecturer. She spoke of art as story-telling. She
observed how different the outcomes were depending
upon the artist, and urged us to speak with our own
original voice, not to be afraid to change, and suggested
making each work a one off. She also pondered on the
many thousands of hours making art that was
represented by the artists whose works were hanging
in Excellence. There is no doubt that the walls of the
Gallery could have some stories of their own to tell.
The artists, Hugh Adamson, Betty Anderson, Krys
Andrecki, Janet Ayliffe, Heather Clegg, Jack Condous,
Philip David, Pip Fletcher, Jennie Goh, Kon Heyer, Debbie
Hooper, Bob Landt, Frey Micklethwait, Michael Smerd,
Tony Smith, Vikki Waller, Swee Wah Yew and Tony
Wynne have all been awarded Awards of Excellence
in RSASA Member exhibitions over the years.
The exhibition concludes Sunday February 11 .
These awards are given at the discretion of the
Selection Committee during the normal selection
process of Member exhibitions.

Bob Landt says that this painting, Country Depot, above,
(watercolour on rag paper, 2013, photo Bob Landt)
came from two ideas. The first was two galvanized fences
tapering towards each other with a chook shed between
them that he saw from the freeway as he left the
outskirts of London in 2012. He thinks that it was the
fences and their position that made him think that it
would make a good composition. The idea of the country
transport depot was based on the Maitland Transport
Depot of G. W. Allens and those things collected about it
in the 1960s and 70s. The things were kept just in case in the country you cannot always run down the street to
get something. Sometimes it just has to be made!
This painting won the Gwenda Hacket Memorial Art Prize
for watercolours, RSASA Aug 2, 2015 and a Merit Award,
Local Artist at the Kernewick Lowender Art Prize in 2013.

Mona Olssen left, (oil, 132 x 91 cm) by Betty Anderson
is one of the few unsold portraits that Betty has of the
many she has painted. She has included it to illustrate
the type of portrait she likes to do - to tell a story about
the sitter. Mona is a Christian Aboriginal advocate who
was part of the team that presented the Uluru Bark
Petition, presenting the Aboriginal attitude toward
marriage, to Parliament in Canberra - this is featured on
a background of her "country" that she loves.
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Most of Jenny’s work is based on things that she
chances upon in her garden, around the neighbourhood
and other places she visits.
She likes to use these objects to challenge her creative
process and imagination of how things can change
from an original form to something entirely different.
The end-result often evolve from the process of thinking
'outside the box'.

Snow on The Mountain, (oil on canvas, 72 x 96 cm,
photo Heather Clegg).
Heather was in Hobart in February, 2017, when
there was snow on Mt Wellington - always a magical
sight. Heather, a ceramicist, says that she is increasingly
returning to painting, her first love, especially as she finds
loading kilns such hard physical work. She has had some
success in raising the profile of her painting, being
chosen as a finalist in the Heysen Landscape prize,
Whyalla Art Prize and the Fleurieu competition
(Landscape of Fleurieu section).

Tony Wynne’s picture, On Tour, (lost resist monotype,
57 x 66 cm, 1999, photo Tony Wynne) won an Award
of Exellence in 2002. The work subsequently won an
acquisitive first prize at Tea Tree Gully, and the Tea Tree
Gully council has kindly lent it back for this exhibition.
It is an unusual technique - lost resist monotype - which
may interest some members because of the strong
print-like effects that can be obtained without a press,
and without the usual complications of printmaking.

Seaweed Symphony by Jenny Goh, (above, mixed media,
seaweed, textile on paper, 25 x 25 cm. Photo Jenny
Goh), won an Excellence Award in 2014.
The seaweed was picked up on a beach walk and it
looked very much like a sea-dragon after it was dried in
the sun. The concept of the dance of the sea-dragon
came about when it was moved around with gold textile
from Jenny’s collection.

The areas which are to remain white are painted with a
solid water-soluble paint such as white poster colour,
perhaps slightly tinted, so that one can see what one is
doing. The whole sheet is then flooded with waterproof
indian ink. When dry, it is put under a tap or garden
hose. It’s that simple! As this work shows, some mid
tones can be achieved by smudging, although this can
be rather “hit-and-miss”.
Tony has always been a big fan of expressionistic drawing
and painting, and especially of Edvard Munch, which is
rather obvious in this work. He has studied Munch's work
in some depth and travelled to Norway a few years ago,
mainly to visit the National Gallery in Oslo and the
Munch Museum.
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RSASA EVENTS

Helen Stacey Bunton (left) Chair of the 4th Biennial
RSASA Characters of the Fleurieu-Portrait Prize
exhibition met at the Bremerton Winery with c
ommittee members Phillip David and Uta Mooney.
The major acquisitive prize of $10,000 has been
donated by the Kennedy Arts Foundation. Entries
close March 2018. Entry forms and terms and
conditions can be downloaded from the RSASA
web site www.rsasarts.com.au.

Summer School tutor Iroda Adil showing Roswitha
Christin some of the techniques of portraiture in
charcoal. Photo Don Burrow
Tess Leo took part in the Andrea Malone workshop on
Oil Portraiture (below). Photo Jack Condous

Jack Condous ran a workshop at the Summer School
on Applying for Grants and Funded Exhibitions.
A panel of experts joined each session to join in the
discussions and offer their expertise in answering
members’ questions.

Summer started but the weather had other ideas. A week of cool weather around the opening of the RSASA Summer
Exhibition, A Walk in the Park on Dec 3 meant the walk may have needed an umbrella, coat and scarf. The exhibition
contained wet tree trunks, flowers, huddled people, walkers (even a park wedding), sunlight and night time park
views and still managed to be light and bright.
The exhibition was opened by Sarah Lance, a practising artist and a district manager in Natural Resources SA, who
spoke about her job which covers several National Parks in SA. It was also RSASA’s end of year Christmas function.
Members and friends enjoyed the guitar music of Stephen Smart and Stephen Fewell.
Congratulations to our merit award winners, Miriam Hochwald for her photograph Woman Walking, Tess Leo for her
oil painting Rainbow Trees, Claire Colbey for her work in acrylic and mixed media Beach with Shells, and Florence
Wee for her glass stud earrings Summer Dream. Janet Ayliffe, winner of this year’s Solar Art Prize, was presented
with an award of excellence for print 70/100 of her etching An Exaltation of Avocets and a Gathering of Godwits,
Janet was not expecting the Award of Excellence as the president kept it as a surprise for her.
Photos on next page by David Baker
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RSASA EVENTS

Janet Ayliffe and Sarah Lance at the opening of the
Summer Exhibition, “A Walk in the Park”.
Janet earned an Award of Excellence for her print
An Exultation of Avocets and a Gathering of Godwits.
Florence Wee (below) with her glass stud earrings,
Summer Dream, which won a Merit Award, and
other pieces of her glass jewellery.
Miriam Hochwald in front of her painting,
Woman Walking, for which she won a Merit Award
at the Summer Exhibition.

Merit Award winners Florence Wee, Claire Colbey,
Miriam Hochwald and Tess Leo.
New member Florence Wee is wearing some of her
colourful hand moulded glass jewellery .
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MEMBER NEWS
John Lacey won the Wes and Susan Seja Platinium Award
at the Rotary Club of Victor Harbor Art Show 2018, for As
Day Ends - Finniss , (oil, 102 x 102 cms), below. John says
“I was very fortunate to be asked to a property at Finniss
to paint a commission. I had just finished an en plein air
study when the couple asked me to join them for a glass
of wine. It was then I saw the shadows from the setting
sun across the landscape and 90 degrees to the left of
the commission piece. I just had to grab my camera and
record the event and then paint it before I finished their
commission. Very fortunate to be in the right place at
the right time.”

Congratulations to Tsering Hannaford who was selected
as an Archibald Prize finalist for the third consecutive time
last year. She is pictured with her Self Portrait, (oil on
board, 91.5 x 80cm, 2017). She was also a finalist in the
Emma Hack Art Prize and the RSASA Portrait Prize.
She was awarded the Smith Fellowship at Studio Escalier
in France with a three month residency. Her works from
this time away were shown at her SALA open studio
exhibition. One of the biggest highlights of her year was
her artist in residency at Loreto College where she
introduced the year eleven students to her approach to
portraiture. Amongst her solo and joint exhibitions for
the year was one with the SA Art Collective in Hong Kong
at the Asia Contemporary Art Fair.

NEW MEMBERS
Practicing members: Alison de Backer, Lawrence Brown, Robert Miller, Ellie Noir, Sara Norwood, Elizabeth Moore,
Tricia Ros, Jenice (Jenny) Tummel, Florence Wee, Maxine Williams. Margaret Slape Philips (Fellow in 1987)
re-joined. Student Members: Ruth Fraser, Helen Le (Ping Li), Fruzsina Szakaly.
Friend: Fiona McCaul

SALES
Art Sales for the quarter totalled approximately $7,400 with Art Market and Print Bin Sales approximately $2,000.
Congratulations to the following artists – Coralie Armstrong, Nicola Neutze, Robyn Elmslie, Adam Dutkiewicz,
Olivia Dryden, Barbara McGuire, Florence Wee, Stefan Zarebski, Michael Smerd and Bev Bills.
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MEMBER NEWS
Thanks to Pip Fletcher, creator and organizer of the Solar
Art Prize Exhibition. Bob Landt notes that it is getting
better and better with each passing year, and has noticed
the positive effect it has on the artists who enter. He
observes that the Solar Art Prize is one way we can show
our disappointment in the environmental outcomes of
policies pursued by governments around the world.

Left to right – Judy Condous, our patron Governor Le,
Tracey Ostigh, Jack Condous and Allan Gaekwad.
The occasion was the Summer Party at Government
House. Representatives were chosen by the Council.

Congratulations to Betty Anderson who won the Realism
Art section, one of 18 categories at the Global Art Awards
in Dubai, with her painting Pas de Deux. Betty attended the
sumptuous awards dinner in the Armani Hotel Ballroom
in Dubai with her daughter and 248 other guests. Betty is
pictured with her award, a statuette of the Burj Khalifa,
the tallest building in the world, in which the Armani
Hotel is situated.
Photo by Betty’s daughter

This year an article on the prize in the Yorke Peninsula
Country Times (Oct 24, 2017) focused on the fact that over
half the entries last year came from the Adelaide Hills and
regional areas, from the Fleurieu to Maitland. The many
visitors to the exhibition saw about seventy works, all
thought provoking and all making a statement about
our mistreatment of our planet.

Congratulations to Alan Ramachandran for his win at the
39th Rotary Club of Victor Harbour Art Prize. Alan won the
Gold Award, South Coast Sand and Civil for Dockyard,
(above, watercolour on canvas, 100 x 80 cm, photo Alan
Ramachandaran). He was attracted to the scene due to the
strong visual impact of the beam coming from the service
boat onto the ship and the interesting shapes of the ship
with the cranes.

Jack Condous spoke to SBS Greek in Melbourne in
November of last year, sharing his life experiences and his
view of the importance of art in education and for everyday living. The interview was also broadcast in the UK. Visit
the SBS website and search for “We should integrate Greek
culture into Australia Jack Condous OAM”.
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FRINGE EVENTS
The Fringe exhibition at the Rising Sun was opened on
Tuesday January 23rd by Jacxk Condous and runs until
March 24th.

Jann Makepeace with her collage All That Remains
(above) and Iroda Adil and Pip Fletcher in front of Iroda’s
oil painting White Roses (left).
Photos David Baker.

TRAVIS WEBBER
The following abridged letter was received from Paul Gross:
Travis Webber FRSASA died unexpectedly in 1968 leaving
a journal, photographs, correspondence, newspaper
clippings and much more. His estate includes forty one
works of art, mainly by Travis, as well as works by Max
Ragless, Tom Bone, Marie Tuck, Lois Gibson, Louis James,
W. Palmer, John Goodchild and B.E. Minns.
Little is known historically about Travis and his work,
so as a family we have decided to tell his story. We are
researching his movements and are tracking down his
works with hopes to obtain images for a forthcoming book.
If any RSASA members have any information or works
by Travis, we would love to hear from you and would be
extremely grateful. Please feel free to contact Paul Gross
on 0455 312761 or email pwg6355@gmail.com.

Eugenie Gross , who has joined as a Friend of RSASA, and
Paul Gross with Zinnias and Fruit, by Travis Webber.
Photo Jack Condous
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HYPER REAL
National Gallery of Australia
Oct 20 - Feb 18
Despite some initial misgivings, I really enjoyed this
exhibition of 32 artists from around the world. It explores
the development of hyperrealism, where artists go beyond
the genre of realism and works almost have an excess of
reality. My first experience of realist sculpture was in
Glasgow, where two tourists, one laden with cameras, and
looking so lifelike, stand looking at the paintings. It took a
short time to realise that they were actually artworks.
The first room consists of a snake of cardboard boxes with
a life-like sleeping head and shoulders at one end and a set
of legs protruding from the other. Next follows some early
realist figures from the ‘60s and ‘70s such as Duane
Hanson’s Woman with a Laundry Basket. As you make your
way through the exhibition and time, the artists explore the
genre and consequently the works become more
challenging and thought provoking. Concurrently, technical
mastery improves with new breakthroughs.
Jamie Salmon’s Lily has a hollow interior to emphasize
contemporary society’s focus on external appearance.
Ronnie van Hout’s room of a men’s retirement home is
full of sometimes pyjama clad men in wheelchairs, many of
which move around the room. The sensors are not perfect
and I did see a visitor jolted by a wheelchair.
Ron Mueck’s much larger than life figures have skins that
are even sewn with individual hairs in the correct patterns.
The size, the nudity and the realism of the heavily Pregnant
Woman and the huge virulent male (Wild Man) combine
to give one a slightly confronting experience. The fragile
elderly, much smaller than life-size, look so vulnerable.

National Library of Australia
Peter Dombrovskis (1945 – 1996)
Dombrovskis was a well known Australian wilderness
photographer. Probably his best known work is Morning
Mist, Rock Island Bend, Franklin River, which was used as
a poster to great effect during the 1983 Federal election,
and helped stop the damming of the Franklin and Gordon
Rivers in Tasmania. He used a Linhof Master Technika
using film 16 times larger than for a standard 35mm

Patricia Piccinini’s works are in the middle of the exhibition.
There are several examples of her mythical figures with
lifelike children. Welcome Guest, a creature with a lifelike
smiling little girl, explores how a harmonious future might
be possible between humans and transgenic beings.
The Long Awaited, a work of a boy and a mythical figure
sleeping together, was created to provoke thought on how
we define family, especially if one member is not quite
‘human’. Piccinini’s Bootflower creature is sitting on a
wooden palette; eggs? emerge from a stylised rear end of
a humanoid lower half, finished by a head end more
reminiscent of a plant or invertebrate such as a sea
anemone. This work is in a room of its own surrounded by
zig-zaggy mirrors with dark walls and ceiling, and filled with
what seems like hundreds of light coloured flower-like
structures resembling a field of poppies through which the
visitor wanders on a path. But of course, they are no
poppies. The flower head is more like a frog skeleton with
anemone like structures for the forelegs. The visitor
emerges into a different bright world inhabited by works
such as a modern Venus emerging from a banana complete
with a giant sticker (Mel Ramos, Chiquita banana).
Check out the website for a virtual experience of this
exhibition as there is just too much to mention here. Well
worth a visit if you find yourself in the national capital.
Entrance fees are $25 adult, $22.50 concession.
Also on is an exhibition of David Hockney prints (free) and
another of Arthur Streeton’s war pictures (free). This
presents us with a different side to Streeton with many
watercolours completed quickly due to the nature of war.
These sketches were later used as the basis for oil works .
Suzie Fewell FRSASA

camera. The resulting pictures are of extraordinary detail
and clarity . His equipment was very heavy, meaning that
he usually only took one shot of a scene, sometimes
waiting up to ten hours for the best light. Weeks were
spent walking alone and climbing to remote locations. He
photographed wide vistas with low horizon lines, as well as
closer works with high horizon lines e.g. of lichens or kelp
on a beach. Many of these have an almost abstract quality.
A beautiful exhibition.
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EVALUATING ART
Another Perspective on Evaluating Art
Exactly a year ago, then President Vikki Waller wrote an
excellent article summarising some of the selection criteria
used by various art judges. This proved to be a very vexed
subject. Some such as artist Chris Orchard recognise that
such selection is quite subjective. Others believe that
certain criteria should be rigorously applied, that purely
objective evaluation is possible, and then there are those
who lie somewhere in between. No one will have the last
word and no-one can agree on the criteria that should
be used.
Vikki’s article looked for universal standards that enabled
a more objective evaluation. As a reminder, some of these
were – compositional integrity (including design control),
professional touch (including sound craftmanship, colour
sensitivity, gestural momentum, expressive intensity
and surface quality), visual distinction (including technical
challenge, artistic flair and artistic audacity) and intellectual
depth.
Recently I came across a description of a process developed
in aestheticism – the branch of philosophy concerned with
the nature and appreciation of art, beauty and good taste 1.
It consists of five levels – you start at the bottom and if a
work is judged positively at successive higher levels, it is
possible to ignore some poor assessment at lower levels.
I find this quite satisfying as we all know that some criteria
are just more important and overriding than others, even
though we may not agree as to what the overriding criteria
should be.
For example, all of the versions of Van Gogh’s Potato Eaters
have problems with foreshortening of arms and of floating
teapots. Yet few dismiss this original work based on these
defects. This painting would probably score well at levels 1
and 2 in the schema outlined below. Many of the criteria
outlined in Vikki’s article are in this list in a slightly different
guise – the major difference is in the use of levels and the
introduction of level 1.

• Level 5 (lowest level). Skill and technique - level of
mastery of for example, methods, media, materials,
colour and the physical abilities of the artist
• Level 4. Choice of subject matter
• Level 3. Formal design – composition of the
elements to form a work
• Level 2. Degree and quality of Intellectual and moral
content expressed (a value judgement)
• Level 1. Supreme unity of the formal properties and
expressed content. Do all of the formal elements
work together to communicate what the artist is
expressing or wants to express?
Much is left open to interpretation and I am not sure that,
without further elaboration, it is totally understandable.
It does suggest however, that a more layered and nuanced
approach to art evaluation may be required, not one just
based on a list of formal criteria which are used as though
they are of roughly equal value.
Or you can apply a purely behavioural set of levels more
akin to a People’s Choice approach (from Robert Genn1).
For this, you need to be confident of the judgement of a
crowd just as, if you accept the choice of judges, you are
confident of their credentials and superior expertise.
• viewers stop to look at the painting
• viewers understand what the painting is about
• viewers find much to appreciate, enjoy and discover
in the painting upon reviewing at a later time
If you have any ideas about what might be a suitable
alternative to any level, please share them with us all.
For example, level 4 could make it clearer that it is the
quality of the idea behind the choice of subject that
matters.
Reference: (1) Painterskeys.com/evaluating-art-2

Suzie Fewell FRSASA

It isn’t an easy job to paint oneself – at any rate to be different from a photograph.
And you see – this, in my opinion, is the advantage that impressionism possesses over all other things;
it is not banal, and one seeks after a deeper resemblance than the photograph.
Vincent van Gogh
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THE ARNOLFINI PORTRAIT
Some works acquire their stories and increase in
significance once they have been acquired by a major
gallery. One example is Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait,
owned by the National Gallery in London.
It came into the possession of a Spanish courtier and then
made its way into the possession of the Spanish Royal
Family (where it may have been seen by Velazquez).
It was then removed by Joseph Bonaparte, and probably
by plunder found its way into the hands of a British soldier.
It hung for years in a bedroom between two windows
where “No-body thought very much of it”.
It was put in an exhibition in the 1800s from where it
was acquired by the National Gallery for 600 pounds.
At a recent special exhibition at the Gallery, it was the
much admired star attraction, and Its role in inspiring the
Pre-Raphaelite movement was explored. As the Academy
Schools were in the east part of the building at the time

A Short History of the Lead Pencil
The grey material with which we draw is actually graphite,
not lead. It originally came from a mine in Borrowdale in
the UK in the 16th century. Artists would wrap the graphite
in string or wool as it was too brittle to hold in the hand,
and nobody thought of putting it in a hollow stick of wood
until a hundred years later.
In 1794 a Frenchman called Nicolas Conté was asked to find
a substitute for the “English pencil”. He took low quality
graphite, which could be sourced in France, and found a
way of powdering it and mixing it with clay so that it could
be made in different grades of softness. It is because of
Conté’s discovery that today we can select our pencils
depending on how much clay was used in the recipe.

when the Pre-Raphaelites were students, they could have
easily seen and been influenced by it. Since making its
appearance in the National Gallery, this painting has been a
constant source of scholarly papers and earnest debate and
deservedly remains very popular with the general public.
It is a beautifully executed picture, superbly detailed, with
a high degree of originality, wonderful use of light, and
complex iconography. For example, the very expensive
green woollen dress worn by the woman (her husband was
a cloth merchant) and lined with the white breast fur from
about 2,000 rabbit skins, is thought to symbolise hope, and
certainly reflects wealth.
Much was made of the use of the convex mirror, many of
which can be found in Pre-Raphaelite paintings, to expand
the picture space and reflect people standing in the
doorway, one of whom might be van Eyck himself.
Suzie Fewell FRSASA

Within thirty years of Conté’s discovery there were pencil
factories all over Europe, and England’s first pencil factory
opened in 1792.
The next landmark in the development of the pencil
happened in 1847 when graphite was discovered in
Siberia near the Chinese border. This source replaced the
Borrowdale supply, which was nearly exhausted, and
suddenly everyone wanted Chinese pencils.
America made a brilliant PR move a few decades later by
painting their pencils bright yellow, the colour of Manchu
imperial robes, symbolising the romance of the orient.
Most American pencils are painted yellow to this day.
Adapted by Jenny Gregson from Colour by Victoria Finlay.

I want to make a portrait that will be a revelation in a century’s time…I am not trying to paint using a photographic likeness.
Vincent van Gogh
The portrait is one of the most curious art forms. It demands special qualities in the artist
and an almost total kinship with the model. Henri Matisse
…it is the human aspect of things, that which is plainly human, that touches me most. Jean Francois Millet
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VOLUNTEER NEWS
Introducing Lisa Ingerson
Welcome to Lisa Ingerson who has kindly taken on the
role of Membership Officer for RSASA.
Lisa is an artist and a registered nurse. In her recent
exhibition, Lifeblood, (South Coast Regional Art Centre,
Goolwa Nov 6 – Jan 6 2018) she portrayed her
colleagues out of their uniforms, highlighting their
diversity and uniqueness. She likes to paint large, bold,
colourful, people-focused works using a variety of
styles, but has been known to produce some delightful
smaller works as well. She works with a number of
different media including charcoal, bitumen, gold
coloured metallic leaf and oils.
Photo Jack Condous

Introducing Barbara Dunn
Barb is a long serving member of the Exhibitions
Committee, which she was on even before she
joined us in October 2011 as a student. She had arranged
to meet her friend, Roswitha Christin, for lunch (they were
both studying for Certificate IV in Visual Arts at Marden
Senior College at the time) but Roswitha had to attend a
meeting at RSASA prior to the event. Barb accompanied
her and left with membership forms and a place on the
Exhibitions Committee.

Many thanks Barb for your many hours of service in
making our works accessible to the general public with
all of that help behind the scenes in putting on
exhibitions and at openings.
Photo David Baker

Barb enjoys the social interaction of RSASA and sitting
on the front desk, which she does regularly, especially
on those hard to fill days on the weekend and at exhibition
openings. She particularly enjoys chatting to overseas travellers who find their way to the gallery when cruise ships
are in town. She is constantly helping out in many other
ways such as organising the purchase of a new fridge, as
well as her ongoing work on the Exhibitions Committee.
Since completing her certificate IV in Visual Arts (Painting
and Drawing), she has done numerous courses with artists
such as the late Marjorie Hann, followed by Lyn Robins.
Her major interest is in portraits but she also does still-life,
painting in both watercolour and acrylics. She first noticed
her interest in portraits while studying Latin and Science at
school. The margins of her textbooks were filled with nose
studies, profiles, eyes, lips and torsos – something that
many artists can relate to.
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VISUAL HISTORY VOL. 2
artists could not be covered in the framework that he had
set up to include the early history and all of the presidents,
significant officials and honorary life members of the first
160 years. It overlooked many people, such as long serving
council members who had served for decades such as
Gwen Barringer, and major artists such as Dorrit Black,
Horace Trenerry, Sir Ivor Hele and Margaret Preston.

Adam with the new volume of A Visual History
The second Volume of Adam Dutkiewicz’s A Visual History
of The Royal South Australian Society of Arts is now on sale
for $50 from the RSASA. It features 150 artists’ profiles
and 617 illustrations over its 424 pages.
The genesis of this publication came when Adam was
compiling the first volume. He found that many significant

Adam feels that this volume complements the first, but in
some ways is a better survey of RSASA’s talent throughout
its history. After consulting with the executive, he arrived
at a selection of older and younger members, and a wide
spread of genres and media as well as many of RSASA’s
exhibition prize winners. Adam had significant problems
finding information on some former members – little
appears to have been written about them and no family
or friends could be found. Unfortunately, such people
could not be included and this is a reminder of the need
for all artists to keep adequate documentary records.
According to Adam, these two volumes provide a
significant overview of the art scene in South Australia
since colonisation and are a must have for any SA artist or
art lover. Adam is also putting a book together on Andrew
Steiner, and a RSASA Photographers book.

Art books and CV folders
Five thin booklets and two slightly larger volumes are the
only SA artists the State Gallery sees fit to display in their
book shop to represent our state’s artists, both past and
present.
Thanks to Adam Dutkiewicz in particular, we have more on
our RSASA book stands and could do even better.
Which SA artists would you like to see promoted?
If you were to create a book of your own work, how many
and what pieces do you believe could be the basis for a
publication? Try setting them beside the works of artists
you admire and critically compare them – a challenge!

biography or CV of no more than one page, it would
make the folders worth perusing for the general public,
who often want to know more about an artist whose work
appeals to them.

Meanwhile, if everyone could check their CV folder (you
are allowed six pages or three plastic sleeves) and put in
examples of the work they are proudest of with a written

I look forward to seeing the result.
Pip Fletcher FRSASA

Photo David Baker
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SPONSORSHIP NEWS
Many thanks to Ines Patritti of Patritti Wines for her
generous support in providing wines during 2016 and
2017. Some of us have made the journey to the cellar
door in Dover Gardens to buy, especially their Apera,
ports, muscats, high end wines and wines made with
grape varieties new to Australia.
Guy Matthews of the Buckingham Arms Hotel will donate
red and white wine for each of our openings during 2018,
and has agreed to host one of the three RSASA Fringe

exhibitions at the hotel. He has also generously donated
two lots of gift vouchers (on sale at the front desk of the
RSASA Gallery), some of which are still available for $20
each. These can be redeemed in the Dining Room of the
Buckingham Arms Hotel.
Nicole Roberts, Executive Officer of Adelaide Hills Wine,
is donating white wine for each official opening during the
first six months of 2018, as well as gift packs for guest
speakers at each opening.

NEXT KALORI CLOSES 1 May 2018

A big thankyou to our sponsors
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